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The Bible Cure For Irrritable Bowel
Syndrome: Ancient Truths, Natural
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For Your Health Today (New Bible
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Invite bowel regularity into your life! You don't have to suffer the bloating or discomfort of irritable
bowel syndome any longer! This easy-to-read booklet will put you on the road to better health as
you discover pertinent information about your digestive process and more. Learn how to sidestep
gastrointestinal disturbances and implement ideas that your doctor may never have told you!In this
concise little book, learn: Food triggers that affect the GI tract How stress plays a role in irritable
bowel syndrome Why skipping meals and eating junk food invite trouble How adding fiber adds
regularity to life You want to be healthy. God wants you to be healthy. Now at last, here's a source
of information that will help you get healthy--body, mind and spirit.
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For many years I suffered the agonizing pain that accompanies IBS. Little did I know that the
answers to all my problems could be found within the "Good Book" that had been on my bookshelf
since I was a child. Although I had read the Bible from cover to cover, it wasn't until I picked up Dr.
Colbert's miriculous journal that I realized Jesus wasn't too busy healing cripples and raising from
the dead to concern himself with curing explosive diarrhea as well. Taken directly from the pages of
the four gospels, as well as the newly discovered Gospel According to Bucky, this book is a must
have for anyone who has ever crapped their pants before making it to the John.

Dr. Colbert has done an amazing job writing this book which promises to change the lives of
thousands of suffering people. Just like Job suffered (My bowels boiled, and rested not: Job
30:26-27), many of us are afflicted with IBS. For some time now I have been working with doctors
and keeping up with the latest scientific research in order to find a cure, or at least some reduction
in symptoms. As it turns out, all I had to do was pray! Dr. Colbert recommends passages of
scripture that will heal my intestinal distress!Sure, OK, I guess if you follow this line of reasoning,
you end up understanding that God gave me IBS in the first place. And sure, it seems like all of the
explosive diarrhea, painful and loud gas passing during church services, and the spray painting of
all the gas station toilets along my route home is a pretty cruel way of getting me to pray and believe
in Him. But isn't it logical that if God is the one who caused me to empty my rectum every 10
minutes, He would be the only one who could stop the brown flood of death? Sure it does. Now,
please excuse me while I pray to the porcelain god...

The claims in this book are false. If you grind up a Bible and consume it in pill form, it will NOT cure
your IBS. Maybe I was confused because I only read the title and not the actual book, but my results
have been just terrible. I have spent over $300 on KJV Bibles, condemned myself to eternal hellfire
for blasphemy, and I STILL have irritable bowels.When I get some more money, I intend to try it
again with New International Version Bibles, because I hope this will be more effective.

Yea the beast shall have a number and that number is 2. -John the Hodgman

First off let me make it clear that irritable bowel syndrome is the disorder that involves abdominal
pain and cramping as well as the occasional unintentional releasing of ones bowels in the cereal isle
of wal-mart. Having cleared that up, let me say that I am currently typing this in the electronics isle
and hope that the rather unahppy walmart workers will soon move the cereal isle closer to the
bathrooms. That's juts common since. Also I'd like to point out that my reason behind explaining
what INS is, is that I believe those that gave this book a 1 star rating might actually have IBD
(inflammatory bowel disease) which is actually covered in the Koran cure for the Inflammatory bowel
disease. Similar diseases but way different Gods to cure them.Thank God for Don Colbert M.D.
since those so called doctors have yet to figure out what causes IBS. Since having read this book,
then of course a bible, (Only the King James authorized 1611 version works) I have realized that my
all to often and sudden outbreaks of IBS aren't caused by the foods that I eat, but the sinful way in
which I eat them. Of course we all fall short of the glory of god, so it is no wonder that I have yet to

totally cure myself, but I'm sure that if I remain faithful that when I die, my IBS will not affect me in
heaven.Caution as the first pages tell you, this book is not intended to provide medical advice, it is
more like a chicken soup for the IBS soul kinda advice, and it only works for agnostics some of the
time, and atheist don't have butts. Also catholics should already understand that ibs is a form of
punishment for your sins.

Oh wow I just purchased this book and got so excited that I crapped my pants! I mean if it works
that good how could anyone claim that it's not The Good Book? If it came with a free KJV version it
would make great toilet paper!I'm a happy crapper!

There's no way to know how many atheists, humanists and others of the damned are working at
webmd.com and mayoclinic.com. Better to get your medical information from one of the saved.
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